1. Introduction* Let the bounded, simply connected, open region R of the (Xj ?/)-plane have the boundary curve C. If a uniform ideal elastic membrane of unit density is uniformly stretched upon C with unit tension across each unit length, then λ, the square of the fundamental frequency, satisfies the conditions (subscripts denote differentiation)
Δu=u xx -\-Uy y =-λu in R, λ=minimum ,
with the boundary condition (lb) u(x, 2/) = 0 on C .
Variational methods of the Rayleigh-Ritz type are frequently used to approximate λ. They always yield upper bounds for λ, and the upper bounds can be made arbitrarily close.
Another common practical method of approximating λ is to calculate the least eigenvalue λ h of a suitably chosen finite-difference operator Δ n over a network with small mesh width h. For one choice of Δ h it was shown by Courant, Friedrichs, and Lewy [3, p. 57] without details that λnr+λ as /&->0. For convex regions R of a special polygonal form the author has shown [4] that a special case of (11) below is valid for a common choice of A h , and hence that λ h is asymptotically a lower bound for λ as &-»0. For an unusual finite-difference approximation to problem (1) when R is the union of squares of the network, Polya [12] has found that λ^>λ for all h, and also for the higher eigenvalues. The author knows of no other study of the sign or order of decrease of λ-λ h to 0.
In the present paper the investigation of [4] is extended to a much wider class of regions: those with piecewise analytic boundary curves and convex corners. The new theorems are stated and proved in § § 3 and 4. Theorem 2 contains the theorem of [4] as a special case. Lemmas used in the proof of Theorem 1 are given in § 5. Identity (31) of Lemma 7 is interesting in itself.
When C is no longer made up of line segments of the network, it is necessary when using finite-difference methods either to move C or to alter Δ h near the boundary. The latter procedure is potentially more accurate, and has been adopted in deriving the rather delicate results proved below. The definition of Δ h given in § 2 is a self-adjoint modification of Mikeladze's approximation [10; 11] , and is believed to be new. The cruder approximations to Δ near C proposed by Collatz in 1933 and expounded in [2, p. 357] , while easier to compute in practice, appear to introduce an unmanageable term 0(K ι ) into (19). It is therefore doubted that Theorem 2 would remain valid for these cruder operators.
The technique of the present paper could be applied to study the asymptotic behavior of λ h also for other difference approximations to Δ in the interior of R-ioτ example, for those associated with a triangular net [2, p. 367] .
It is not clear that one could revise the argument of the paper to prove an inequality of the type Moreover, we demand that the corners of C be convex that is, at any point x(Sj)-\-iy(Sj) (0<j<Cm) where distinct analytic curves meet, the interior angle of C must be less than π. For h^>0, let a net consist of the lines x=μh, y=vh (μ, v=0, ±1, ±2,
•). The points (μh, uh) in R are the interior nodes R h of the net. The boundary nodes C h of the net consist of (i) all points (μh, vh) on C, and (ii) all isolated points of intersection of the net with C.
Thus each node (μk, vh) of R h has two neighboring nodes in R h \JC h
on the line x=μh, and two in R h \JC h on the line y=vh. Moreover, each node in C h has at least one neighbor in R h \jC h .
We now move toward a definition of the difference operator Δ h . Let.us denote the neighboring nodes of the node 3 , y) . That is,
Also, Ώψv{x, y) is defined analogously. We next define
The operator Δ^ is the approximation to Δ recommended in [10] . It linearly transforms the net function v defined over R h into the net function Δ^v, also defined over R h . But # /ι) is not a self-adjoint linear operator that is, the matrix A CK) of the linear transformation of v into Δ^v is not symmetric.
We define the matrix A h as the symmetric part of the matrix A Qι) :
where T means transpose. Finally, we define Δ h to be the self-adjoint linear operator corresponding to A h . The explicit expressions for Δ h assume 16 different forms, depending on the location of (x, y) with respect to C h . Although we shall not need these expressions for the present paper, we describe them briefly. If, in any of the four directions from (x, y), the neighboring node-say (x -hi, y), for definiteness-is in R h , then h x =h, and there is another
Then the term 2v(x -h u y)lh 1 (h 1 -hh 2 ) of (4) is to be replaced by For any (x, y), the expression for Δ h is obtained from (4) by making replacements like (6) corresponding to all neighbors of (x, y) in R h .
When (x, y) is more than two nodes away from C h , so that all h { =hi''=h, the values of both Δ°^ and Δ h reduce to the familiar form used in [4] :
Let λ h satisfy the following difference equation for a net function v defined in R h \JC h :
where v is extended to satisfy the boundary condition
It is readily shown that λ h is the minimum over all net functions v satisfying (8b) of the quotient
Rn.
(This is simply the minimum principle for a definite quadratic form.) By (5), we can write p h (v) in the following equivalent form, simpler to use: (9) ^) β -* % " "
The reason for not using the least eigenvalue μ h of Δ^ in this investigation is that μ h does not have the foregoing minimum property and, in fact, might turn out to be complex. On the other hand, it is known [9, p. 27 ] that l h <& (μ h ), so that when μ h is real it could conceivably be a better approximation to λ than λ h is. The relative magnitude of U Λ -Λ| to \μ h -λ\ is not known. 
In Theorem 1 the quantity a can probably be negative for certain nonconvex R, because dτ in (10) will be negative at some points of C. But if R is convex we get a stronger result, as an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.
THEOREM 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, if Ris also convex, then 0<α<oo, and there exists A 0 >0 such that 4<Λ for all
For the operator Δ h of § 2 the methods of [3] can undoubtedly be followed to show that λ h~± λ as h->0 the author has not attempted to carry through the details. When λ h ->λ as &->0, the lower bounds λ hQ can be made arbitrarily close by choice of h Q sufficiently small. Thus for these R the Rayleigh-Ritz methods and the finite-difference methods (8) are theoretically complementary, and together could confine λ to an arbitrarily short interval if one knew an upper bound for h 0 .
The author has not developed an upper bound for h 0 in Theorem 2, although it would be desirable to do so by estimating the term o(h?). One could always make an intelligent guess based on the behavior of λ h for certain h.
The constant a of (10) is the best possible for certain rectangular regions see [4] . That the corners of C be convex seems essential to the validity of Theorem 1. Indeed, for one nonconvex polygon some heuristics and an experiment mentioned in [4] make it appear that λ h =λ + Ah φj rθ(h φ ), where >l>0. It would be interesting to know the sign of a for the general case of Theorem 1, or in particular when C is a nonconvex analytic curve.
Corners of angle π are frequent in engineering practice, and it would be desirable to know how λ h behaves when R has such corners. For such corners Lemma 2 is no longer valid. Lewy [7] provides new tools for an attack on corners of angle π.
4. Proof of Theorem 1. Let u henceforth be the solution of problem (1) for the fundamental eigenvalue λ. It is known that (12) The proof of Theorem 1, following [4] , consists in setting the values of the function u at the nodes of R h \JC h into the Rayleigh quotient (9) of problem (8) . It will be shown that (13) P-^^l-atf + oih*) (A->0) .
Since λ h <^p h (u), the theorem follows from (13). The denominator K ι Σ ^2 of p h {u) differs from a Riemann sum for ifdxdy at most by the terms corresponding to squares or part-squares I \ at the boundary C. The total contribution of these terms does not exceed the order of magnitude LhmsiX R u\ where L is the length of C. Hence a fortiori (14) h % Σu
2

R h
Let the nodes of R h be divided into three classes: (2), we find from (3) 
{u)=-hΣuM
Since u satisfies (la),
By (17), (18), and Lemma 4,
Similarly, using the notation and assertion of Lemma 5, and by (la), we have (19) and (20), and using (21), we find that
by Lemma 6. Adding S h ι (u) to the above, and dividing by (14), we find that
Finally, dividing (22) by /!, and applying Lemma 7 and (12) , one proves (13) and hence Theorem 1.
5* Some lemmas. The following lemmas are basic to the proof of Theorem 1. In all of them R satisfies the conditions stated at the start of § 2, while u^u(x, y) 
dn §^)
where Ψ m is continuous at 2=0. Now the function u has the integral representation [1, pp. 182-183] u(x, (x, y; ξ,
Hence
, y)-u(x, y) Ax 1 The author wishes to thank Professor Lewy for this reference. 2 Lichtenstein actually asserts that (24) is without question true for all α, but that his proof is valid only for irrational α. Warschawski [13] has found a simple proof of (24) Δx (x + ΘΔx,y; ξ,y)u(ξ, y) dξdy , where 0<#=#(#, y, Δx)<Cl. Since G(z, t) = G(t f z), it is clear that dG/dx = dGldξ and, as a function of t, dG/dx behaves like lί -^!""" 1 at any corner ί 0 of i?, uniformly in z for 2 bounded away from C. Hence (dGjdx)u(ξ, 7j) in (27) 
